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Gov. Brown’s Tunnel Implementation Plan Lacks Answers:
Who will pay?
Users Claim to Pay, But No Commitment Yet Made
on Finances or Operations
60 Days Left but Governor Brown’s peripheral tunnels project still lacks
operating plan & required species recovery assurances
SACRAMENTO, CA – With just 60 days remaining for public examination and comment,
the parties involved in the creation, planning and implementation of the Bay Delta
Conservation Plan (BDCP) have failed to reveal a binding Implementation Agreement
(IA) showing how the Delta tunnels project will be financed, built or operated. The
continuing failure to file the agreement without specificity and detail highlights the
unwillingness of water exporters to document a commitment to funding construction and
mitigation costs for the proposed Delta tunnels project. Specific financing information for
the Bay Delta Conservation Plan has not been included in the 40,000 page BDPC Plan and
corresponding EIR.
“State and Federal Water Contractors have refused to make binding commitments to
ensure species recovery nor have they agreed on how to finance or operate the tunnels
project that has only been 10% designed,” said Restore the Delta (RTD) Executive
Director Barbara Barrigan-Parrilla. “The cost of this project has ballooned so high that
many of the water exporters are already backing away from paying their share of costs.
We hope that when the governor and water exporters finally see the real BDCP cost
numbers, they will join us in advocating for more reasonable alternatives.”
Bill Jennings, executive director, California Sportfishing Protection Alliance, said, “If they
cannot explain in the implementation agreement how the 40,000 pages of fantasy in the
BDCP and the EIR are going to be implemented or financed, then how can the public be
expected to comment effectively by June 13, 2014, or any date for that matter?”
“What the current drought crisis shows us is that all rules and laws protecting the Delta,
which had been created to deal with standards for dry conditions, are subject to rollback,
even when the cause behind the crisis is mismanagement,” said Nick di Croce of the
Environmental Water Caucus (EWC). “The lateness and lack of specificity in the

Implementation Agreement demonstrates that the BDCP would never be managed or
governed for the health of the estuary. It would be operated to drain every last drop out of
the system to send to Westlands and the Kern County Water Agency.”
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